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This is the first installment of the Necro Wars series. This is a
MMORPG with classic elements and some new twists added in.
About Necro Wars: Since you can play the game with up to 3
characters, it's perfect for groups of friends. Have you ever seen
zombies attacking people in real life? Well, in Necro Wars, it's the
other way around. The idea of Necro Wars is to create a World War
between Living People and Zombies, and that's why you will have a
a variety of zombies that are trying to kill you. The keyword of the
game is "zombie rush." This is what happens when a living person
and zombie team up to destroy a particular object or person. You
will also be able to use a variety of items that are made by living
people. Full information can be found at The characters are doing
their best to live in these hard times. It is a world in which a zombie
apocalypse has suddenly started. Lots of people are fighting the
zombies. *The characters can be switched with the character
switching you can use on the right side of the screen. *You will
have to clear any places where there are living people and zombie
attacks. *At one point you will have to rescue all the people in the
castle. *You will have to clear the 10th day defensive battle. **You
can view the contents of the scenario after clearing the 10th day
defensive battle. *You will have to use the character switching
during the battle. *You will have to clear any places where there
are living people and zombie attacks. *At one point you will have to
rescue all the people in the castle. *You will have to clear the 10th
day defensive battle. *You can view the contents of the scenario
after clearing the 10th day defensive battle. *You will have to use
the character switching during the battle. *You will have to clear
any places where there are living people and zombie attacks. *At
one point you will have to rescue all the people in the castle. *You
will have to clear the 10th day defensive battle. *You will be able to
view the contents of the scenario after clearing the 10th day
defensive battle. *You will have to use the character switching
during the battle. *You will have to clear any places where there
are living people and zombie
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Table Soccer Club Features Key:
Brand new game mechanics
Ten unique levels on 3 distinct worlds
Dream of going to space? Drift the stars with your spaceship fleet.
A space race is about to start - you just need to be fast enough
Controls: accelerate, turn and use the Smart Missile!

A joyride in space with a fleet of robot-ships.

Liked the old racing game? There is something also new for you: Beat the leader board!
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